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We present two cavity quantum electrodynamics proposals that, sharing the same basic elements, allow for
the deterministic generation of entangled photon pairs by means of a three-level atom successively coupled to
two single longitudinal mode high-Q optical resonators presenting polarization degeneracy. In the faster pro-
posal, the three-level atom yields a polarization-entangled photon pair via two truncated Rabi oscillations,
whereas in the adiabatic proposal, a counterintuitive stimulated Raman adiabatic passage process is considered.
Although slower than the former process, this second method is very efficient and robust under fluctuations of
the experimental parameters and, particularly interesting, almost completely insensitive to atomic decay.
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The main issue in cryptography is the secure distribution
of the encoding key between two partners. With this aim,
quantum cryptography renders two classes of protocols �1–3�
based, respectively, on superposition and quantum measure-
ment, or entanglement and quantum measurement.
Entanglement-based protocols, first considered by Ekert �3�,
present some potential advantages: �i� under passive state
preparation, frustration of multiphoton splitting attacks oc-
curs since each photon pair is uncorrelated from the rest �4�;
�ii� in the presence of dark counting, entangled states allow
for the detection and removal of empty photon pulses by
means of coincidence photodetection; �iii� for some en-
tangled states lying in decoherence-free subspaces, no infor-
mation flows to nonrelevant degrees of freedom �5�; and, for
quantum networks, �iv� there is null information leakage to
the provider of the key. In spite of �i�, it is important to have
single-photon pairs since multiphoton pairs decrease the
quantum correlations between the measurement results and,
accordingly, enhance the quantum bit error rate �6�.

Quantum cryptography with entangled states has been
achieved by means of parametric downconverted photons
generated in nonlinear crystals �7–9�. However, in all these
cases the photon number statistics �and their time distribu-
tions� follows, essentially, a Poissonian distribution. Thus, in
order to reduce the number of multiphoton pairs, the average
photon number has to be much less than 1, which, in turn,
strongly reduces the key exchange rate. Accordingly, one of
the practical issues in entanglement-based quantum cryptog-
raphy presently attracting considerable attention is the devel-
opment of light sources that emit deterministically single en-
tangled photon pairs at a constant rate �10–12�. In addition, it
is worthwhile to notice that single pairs of entangled photons
and more involved nonclassical photon states �13� have a
fundamental significance for testing quantum mechanics
against local hidden variable theories and for practical
applications in teleportation �14� and dense coding �15�.

Focusing on the optical regime, we discuss here a cavity-
quantum-electrodynamics �CQED� implementation �16–23�
that, making use of a V-type three-level atom coupled suc-
cessively to two high-Q cavities presenting polarization de-
generacy, allows for the deterministic generation of
polarization-entangled photon pairs. Two different proposals
are investigated for the entangled photon pair generation
based, respectively, on two truncated Rabi oscillations �ROs�
and on a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage �STIRAP� pro-

cess �24�. The feasibility of both proposals and some practi-
cal considerations will be discussed for realistic parameter
values of state-of-the-art experiments in optical CQED
�18–23�.

The system under investigation is sketched in Fig. 1 and
is composed of a single V-type three-level atom with two
electric dipole transitions of frequencies �ac and �bc, and
two high-Q cavities both displaying polarization degeneracy
and having identical longitudinal mode frequency �c. �+
=�c−�ac and �−=�c−�bc are the detunings. The transition
�a ,ni+�↔ �c ,ni++1� ��b ,ni−�↔ �c ,ni−+1�� will be governed
by the coupling gi+

�ni++1 �gi−
�ni−+1� with i=1,2 denoting

the cavity, gi± the vacuum Rabi frequency of the correspond-
ing circular polarization, and ni± the number of �± circularly
polarized photons. We will consider here the completely
symmetric case given by �ac=�bc, �+=�−����, and
gi+�t�=gi−�t� ��gi�t��. This symmetry could be easily ob-
tained by considering a J=0↔J=1 atomic transition with
the quantization axis along the optical axis of the cavities.
Eventually, we will relax some of the previous symmetry
requirements in analyzing the influence of experimental
imperfections.

FIG. 1. �a� V-type three-level atomic configuration under inves-
tigation. �b� Proposed setup for the deterministic generation of po-
larization entangled photon pairs. ���i is the two-mode vacuum
state of cavity i. The two proposed configurations based, respec-
tively, on two truncated ROs and STIRAP are simultaneously
shown. Also shown are the basic optical elements needed for the
Bell analysis of the entangled states �QWP, quarter-wave plate;
HWP, rotating half-wave plate; PBS, polarization beam splitter; Di,
single-photon detector�.
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In the rotating-wave approximation, the coherent
dynamics of the full system is described by the Hamiltonian

H = H0 + HI, �1�

H0 = 	
i=1,2

�c�ai+
† ai+ + ai−

† ai−� + 	
j=a,b

� jc�j�
j� , �2�

HI = 	
i=1,2

gi�ai+
† S+ + ai+S+

† + ai−
† S− + ai−S−

†� �3�

��=1�, where ai±
† �ai±� is the photon creation �annihilation�

operator in the corresponding cavity mode, S+= �c�
a�, and
S−= �c�
b�.

The couplings given in Eq. �3� allow us to group the states
of the full system composed of the atom plus the cavity
modes into decoupled manifolds. We assume the ability to
prepare the intracavity fields in a Fock state �17� and take
���t=0��=a1+

† a1−
† ������I�� as the initial state of the system

with �����c� � ���1 � ���2, where ���i is the two-mode
vacuum state of cavity i. In this case, the coherent evolution
of the system is constrained to remain in the space spanned
by the five states of the manifold shown in Fig. 2�a�. Let us
consider an alternative basis of this manifold given by

�I� � a1+
† a1−

† ��� , �4�

�2�B� � �S+
†a1−

† + S−
†a1+

† ���� , �5�

�2�D� � �S+
†a1−

† − S−
†a1+

† ���� , �6�

�2�E±� � �a2+
† a1−

† ± a2−
† a1+

† ���� . �7�

�B� and �D� are the so-called bright and dark states �26� re-
sulting from the combination of the excited atomic states and
the modes of cavity 1. �E±� correspond to two Bell states for
the photons while the atomic state factorizes. In the interac-
tion picture, it is straightforward to check that, under the
two-photon resonance condition, �+=�−����, the latter ba-
sis states satisfy 
D�H�I�= 
D�H�E+�= 
B�H�E−�=0, 
B�H�I�
=�2g1e−i�t, 
B�H�E+�= 
D�H�E−�=g2e−i�t. The resulting cou-
pling chain is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2�b� and sug-
gests the two proposals of this paper.

Proposal 1: The two ROs scheme. Interaction starts in
cavity 1 with two different pathways for the atomic excita-

tion, from �I� to S+
†a1−

† ��� and to S−
†a1+

† ��� �see Fig. 2�a��.
However, under the two-photon resonance condition, one in-
deed deals with an effective two-level system where ROs
occur between states �I� and �B� �Fig. 2�b��. In the interaction
picture, the solution of the Schrödinger equation for g2=0
yields

���t�� = e−i�t/2��− i2�2g1/�1� sin��1t/2���B�

+ ei�t/2�cos��1t/2� − i��/�1� sin��1t/2���I� ,

where �1=�8g1
2+�2 is the so-called generalized quantum

Rabi frequency. Hence, under the single-photon resonance
condition, �=0, there are complete population oscillations
between these two states.

With this dynamics in mind, the steps to generate deter-
ministically a polarization-entangled photon pair are as fol-
lows. �i� Preparation of the system into the initial state �I�. A
regular temporal distribution of atoms entering the setup in
state �c� could be realized by means of selective laser exci-
tation. �ii� The three-level atom interacts resonantly with the
two circular polarizations modes of cavity 1 for an interac-
tion time, t1, yielding half-of-a-resonant RO with the bright
state, i.e., �0

t1�1�t�dt=�, with �1�t�=2�2g1�t� �25�. The state
of the system after this step is ���t1��=−i �B�. �iii� The three-
level atom couples to cavity 2 for a time t2 such that
�t1

t1+t2�2�t�dt=�, with �2�t�=2g2�t�. If so, the vaccum modes
of cavity 2 stimulate the emission of a single photon through
the two paths S+

†a1−
† ���→a2+

† a1−
† ���and S−

†a1+
† ���

→a2−
† a1+

† ���. The state of the system after this last step will
be ���t1+ t2��=−�E+�. Hence, the state of the three-level atom
factorizes and, in the end, each cavity contains exactly one
photon. These two photons are entangled in their polarization
degree of freedom.

Proposal 2: The STIRAP scheme. By diagonalizing
Hamiltonians �1�–�3� in the interaction picture and assuming
the two-photon resonance condition, it results that one of the
energy eigenstates of the system is

�	�
�� = cos 
�I� − sin 
�E+� , �8�

where the mixing angle 
 is defined as tan 
�t�
��2g1�t� /g2�t�. Following Eq. �8�, it is possible to transfer
the system from �I� to �E+� by adiabatically varying the mix-
ing angle from 0° to 90° realizing a counterintuitive STIRAP
process �24�. In this case, the steps to generate the
polarization-entangled photon pair are �i� preparation of the
system into the initial state �I�; �ii� the three-level atom
couples first to the empty modes of cavity 2; and, before this
interaction ends, �iii� the three-level atom starts to slowly
interact with the modes of cavity 1. Note that this last step
means that the transverse spatial modes of the two cavities
should appropriately overlap to assure the adiabaticity of the
process. Although not as fast as the two truncated ROs pro-
posal, the STIRAP process has two advantages: �i� it is very
robust under fluctuations of the experimental parameters,
e.g., interaction strengths and times, due to the fact that the
system adiabatically follows an energy eigenstate; and �ii� it
is almost not sensitive to atomic decay since, first, there is no

FIG. 2. �a� Manifold of states coupled to �I�=a1+
† a1−

† ��� and the
corresponding relative energies and coupling strengths �in the inter-
action picture�. �b� The same manifold in terms of the basis states
given in Eqs. �4�–�8� under the two-photon resonance condition.
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need for single-photon resonance, and, second, �	�
�� never
involves the intermediate state �B�.

To further characterize this source of entangled photons,
we consider the cavity decay of the photons through the
mirrors and their eventual detection. Accordingly, we will
investigate next the evolution of the system in the presence
of two kinds of dissipative processes: first, spontaneous
atomic decay from the two optical transitions at the common
rate �; second, cavity decay of the photons through the mir-
rors and the irreversible process of their detection. We will
assume a perfect quantum efficiency for the detectors ��
=1�, and take the same mirror transmission coefficient, , for
all four cavity modes. To account for dissipation, we have
used the Monte Carlo wave function �MCWF� formalism
�27� and averaged over many realizations of quantum trajec-
tories. Accordingly, Hamiltonian �1�–�3� has been replaced
by the following non-Hermitian Hamiltonian:

H� = H − i
�

2 	
j=+,−

Sj
†Sj − i



2 	
i=1,2

�ai+
† ai+ + ai−

† ai−� . �9�

The evolution of the system in the presence of dissipative
processes, obtained by averaging over many MCWF simula-
tions, is shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�c�. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� cor-
respond to the two half-of-a-resonant ROs proposal and to
the STIRAP case, respectively, with spontaneous decay be-
ing the dominant dissipative process. �c� accounts for the
STIRAP scheme in the case of larger cavity decay of photons
through the mirrors, with parameters corresponding to the
best combination of atomic and cavity decay rates of state-
of-the-art experiments in the optical domain �22,23�. For
both schemes, the probabilities for different physical pro-
cesses to happen are shown in Fig. 3�d� for the parameters
from �c�. Column �i� gives the success probability P of pro-
ducing �E+� after sending one atom through the setup. For
parameters as in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, P=0.74 and 0.83, re-
spectively, are obtained. In the STIRAP case, state �B� re-
mains almost unpopulated for the whole process in spite of
�+=�−=0, which makes it quite insensitive to atomic decay.
For the parameters from Fig. 3�c�, P=0.41 �RO� and
P=0.24 �STIRAP�. Here P for the STIRAP scheme is lower
since the process has to be adiabatic, i.e., significantly slower
than the RO process, and it is thus more sensitive to cavity
decay.

For both schemes, the source can be improved by post-
selection, i.e., by only keeping those events for which one
photon from each cavity is registered in the detectors. We
thus reduce to the space of two qubits defined by the polar-
izations of the photons and can accordingly define the fidel-
ity as F= 
E+ �� �E+�. In addition, we use the S parameter of
the CHSH inequality �28� to characterize the entanglement
capability �S=�2 for any separable state and S=2�2 for
maximally entangled states�. The results are summarized in
Fig. 4 �29�. As visible from Fig. 4�b�, for the STIRAP pro-
cess the success probability is almost not affected by the
atomic decay rate �. To further illustrate this enhanced ro-
bustness of the STIRAP compared to the RO scheme, Fig. 5
shows the success probability as a function of the atomic and
cavity decay rates �a,b�, and of the deviation from the single-

and two-photon resonance conditions �c,d�. Figures 4�c� and
4�d� account, e.g., for the presence of a stray magnetic field
such that ��+−�−� /2�0, or an electric field yielding ��+
+�−� /2�0. For example, for a J=0 to 1 transition, a mag-
netic field of 1 G would reduce the fidelity of the CQED
source by around 30% for the ROs proposal, while in the
STIRAP proposal it would be reduced by only 3%.

In conclusion, we have presented two schemes for the
deterministic generation of polarization-entangled photon
pairs based on a half-of-a-resonant RO in each cavity and on
a STIRAP sequence, respectively. Both proposals depend
differently on experimental imperfections: the RO scheme is
likewise affected by decay of the excited atomic states and
by cavity decay, while the STIRAP scheme is almost insen-
sitive to atomic decay but affected strongly by cavity decay

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 3. Evolution of the system toward the entangled state �E+�
through two truncated ROs �a� and via STIRAP �b,c�. �=0.05g and
=0.005g for �a� and �b�; �=0.08g and =0.053g for �c�. In all
cases, �+=�−=0. g is the vacuum Rabi frequency at the cavity
center that we assume to be the same for both cavities. Realistic
parameter values have been chosen for the Gaussian transverse pro-
files of the cavity modes. For STIRAP, appropriate overlapping be-
tween the transverse modes of the two cavities has been considered.
�d� Probabilities for the different processes involving photon emis-
sion through the cavity mirrors and their eventual photodetection,
for the RO as well as for the STIRAP scheme. Parameters are as in
�c�. Note that in �a�–�c�, the height of column �i�, i.e., the success
probability P, corresponds to the maximum of the dotted line.
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due to the adiabaticity requirement. For state-of-the-art pa-
rameters, the RO and the STIRAP proposal have success
probabilities of producing a pair of entangled photons after
sending one atom through the cavities of around 40% and
20%, respectively. However, most of the events not leading
to an entangled pair of photons can be identified, and for
such a post-selection process we have quantified the en-
tanglement capability through the S parameter of the CHSH
inequality, which for the same parameters as before is
S=2.7 �RO� and S=2.3 �STIRAP�. This in both cases clearly
exceeds the value S=�2 for separable states and the limit
S=2 predicted by local hidden variable theories �28�. Finally,
we illustrated the robustness of the STIRAP scheme under

fluctuations of experimental parameters as external magnetic
fields.
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FIG. 4. The CHSH parameter S ��a� and �b�, see text� and the
success probability P and fidelity F ��c� and �d�� as a function of the
atomic decay for RO �a,c� and the STIRAP process �b,d�. The pa-
rameters are �=0 and =0.053g.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 5. Contour plots of the success probabilities for the RO
scheme �a,c� and via STIRAP �b,d�. Parameters are �+=�−=0 for
�a,b� and =�=0 for �c,d�. ��++�−� /2g and ��+−�−� /2g measure
the deviation from the single- and the two-photon resonance condi-
tion, respectively.
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